
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India (MSEI)  
successfully lists 100 companies 

 

Mumbai, June 4, 2015: Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (MSEI) formerly MCX Stock 

Exchange (MCX-SX) announces that its equity platform has listed 100 companies besides 1100 

companies trading under its permitted to trade category. This marks an important milestone in the 

revival of its equity segment. These include existing listed companies listed on other nationwide as 

well as regional stock exchanges. The exchange has in pipeline more companies which have shown 

keen interest in getting themselves listed on its platform. 

 

The exchange has attracted companies by demonstrating various unique services especially designed 

for companies and reasonable fees structure. The unique services designed for the listed companies 

includes Dedicated Relationship Manager, Simplified and Well defined listing process, Ease in 

documentation, Hand holding the companies for compliance related activities, compliance calendar 

and a facility for a corporate video and presentation to be uploaded on the website of the exchange 

which enables investors / shareholders to get a better insight about the companies. 

 

The exchange is committed to revive its equity & equity derivatives platform and provide a cost 

effective platform to members and issuers. 

 

Surender Kumar Jain, Managing Director of one of the listed co -Sital Leasing and Finance Ltd. said 

“Our company recently got listed on MSEI. With the recent closures of regional exchanges, MSEI has 

provided a very cost effective platform for companies like us which were exclusively listed on RSE’s. 

This has helped us to stay listed and also provided a much required trading platform to our 

shareholders. Further, their services have really demonstrated two key aspects i.e. ‘Customer 

Relationship Management’ and ‘Customer Experience Management.’ We are thankful to MSEI team 

who help us with the much required platform to list and trade our securities.” 

 

Mr. Saurabh Sarkar, MD & CEO, MSEI said, “We are thankful to all issuers who have chosen our 

exchange platform for listing and confident that many more would join in the near future. The 

exchange is committed to provide a low cost platform to companies while maintaining high service 

standards. 
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